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Compositions from ‘Whose Birthday Did You Say? (2000) 
 

He Said ‘Follow Me’    (Malcolm Dunbar) 
Love One Another    (Malcolm Dunbar) 
Don’t Let The Lights Go Out  (Sue Trickey) 
The Good Samaritan (Geoff Ramshaw) Traditional Shaker Hymn – ‘Simple Gifts’  
          (arranged& lyrics Geoff Ramshaw) 

 

New composition & arrangements for ‘A Man for This Season’ 
 

De Profundis Clamari   (Gilbert Biberian) 
Orchestral Arrangements    (Keith Mead) 
Christ Has No Body Now But Yours Anthem (based on words by St. Teresa of Avila (1515-1582),   
          music composed by David Ogden 2002 
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Cast and production team    © Peter Grainger photos & montages 
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2012 – The Charlton Kings Churches’ ‘Walk of Witness’  
in Charlton Kings on Good Friday. 

 

The street theatre was a piece called ‘Josh on Trial’ from 
the main production ‘A Man For This Season’ put on in 2013. 
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Thoughts of Passion –‘A Man For This Season’ 
 
When Andy first asked me to write down my thoughts about ‘A Man For This 
Season’ after nine months I thought ‘How long have I got?’! It’s now four years since 
it all started and it’s turned out to have been a strange sequence of peaks and troughs 
of emotion, from the impact of ‘Josh on Trial’ to Pete’s (Don’s) burst appendix two 
weeks before the opening night!  
 
And yet, looking back now, each crisis created a completely new and exciting 
development. From a Catholic’s concern that we should not be recognising the 
‘Resurrection’ in Holy Week came Bishop Stephen’s beautiful script, Gilbert’s 
sublime composition and playing, and Helen’s solo evocation of Mary Magdalene’s 
grief. We thought we had ‘no youngsters’ but by the end the majority of the 
‘Followers’ were actually under 21 – if we include the Crowd Girl’s ‘conversion’ at 
the end!  
 
But the key memory that stayed with me from the beginning was the ease with which 
the play materialised, both in terms of the script, the contemporary parallels and the 
staging in the hall. As a result it seemed that the whole project was ‘meant’ to happen; 
surely nothing would stand in its way! When we finally found a way of creating a 
contemporary ‘Crucifixion’, thanks to Martin and David’s amazing creativity, we had 
a complete contemporary version 
… 
 Clearly my chief memories focus on the performers, and I think I can only highlight 
them as a sort of kaleidoscope of achievement and thanks. First must be Kieron as 
‘Josh’, not only all those lines (by an amateur writer) to learn, but total dedication and 
such a moving and convincing performance which held everything together. The 
patience of all the ‘Followers’ with an unknown and unstable script, the enthusiasm 
(and bravery?) of the young people, the resilience and warmth of Don and Helen – 
wonderful! Then there were the team of ‘nasties’ and the crowd who kept the play so 
alive later on, that lovely reading and all that technical talent, projecting upstage at 
ridiculous angles. And then there was Tony, who asked me that first ‘commissioning’ 
question and stuck with it all until finally persuaded to perform – memorably! I could 
of course go on but the main thing is to say ‘thank you’ to you all for all your 
commitment and talent.  
 
The results of all those efforts were almost overwhelming, not only from the 
audience’s reaction over the three performances, but from the kind and moving 
comments you all made in the card you gave me. It is because of all these reactions 
that my one regret is the lack of coverage in the local Press and the omission of our 
video from the Cathedral Service last month. But at least we are on the Gloucester 
Diocesan website… It would be wonderful if all your efforts could bring about a 
follow-up production next Easter in a community not too far away!  

Peter Grainger 
December 2013 Charlton Kings Community Players newsletter 


